
PICTURES SPEAK VOLUMES
Check out some before-after photos

TRAINING WORKSHOPS
Sign up for updated class schedules

FANCY MEETING YOU
Meetings where we hope to see you!

The Masters Educational Series
Learn from the experts

There’s no time like the present to add a
new dimension to your practice.
 
So join us in Las Vegas at the Medical
Innovations Training Institute, a state-of-the-
art cadaver lab just 20 minutes from the
famed Strip.

PowerFlex™ Plus Pectoral Implant

There are a lot of reasons why men seeking
a more defined chest can’t seem to get
there. Genetics, hormonal factors, lack of
targeted exercises and diet can all be part of
the problem—plus, everyone’s body is
different.
 
This is especially noteworthy for those
desiring a truly ripped look.

The Solution – Implantech’s PowerFlex™
Plus Pectoral Implant.

Our PowerFlex™ Plus is designed for
dramatic pectoral muscle definition.

It provides the ultimate augmentation
throughout the whole chest, from just under
the clavicle to the lower edge of the
pectoralis major muscle.

The Placement

According to Barry L. Eppley, MD, DMD,
“Pectoral implants are always placed under
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There, experts in our popular Masters
Educational Series workshop impart
invaluable instruction for augmenting the
face and body with solid silicone implants.

Combining demonstration with hands-on
and classroom training, your esteemed
faculty imparts the latest techniques for
achieving aesthetic, long-lasting outcomes.

What do previous attendees—your peers!—
think of our workshop? Take a look at a few
of the typical comments we get:

Also discussed each day are patient-specific
implants, challenging cases and managing
complications.

the pectoralis major muscle but above the
pectoralis minor muscle. They are best
inserted through an incision placed high up
in the armpit (transaxillary approach) for a
more hidden scar location.”
 
For an excellent surgical discussion and
demo for placing pectoral implants: Check
out the video Pectoral Augmentation
Using Solid Silicone Implants from J.
Howell Tiller, MS, MD.

The Result

You can learn body-contouring techniques
from the outstanding faculty at our Masters
Educational Series workshops. See the
accompanying article.

Contact Implantech for more about the
PowerFlex™ Plus Pectoral Implant or any of
our superior products.
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Post-workshop, you’ll
receive a Certificate of
Completion, plus a
“Course Certified” icon for
prominent display on your
website.

Sign up for one or both days in either JULY
or NOVEMBER, but don’t let this excellent
opportunity pass you by this year!
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